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President's Report
It’s no exaggeration to say this year has been
an unprecedented challenge for FBi and our
community. While we have had difficult years
before, the impact of COVID-19 on our
station family, friends, community and
industry has been devastating. According to
ILostMyGig.com, by the end of the
2019/2020 financial year over 240,000
Australian gigs and events had been
cancelled, leading to lost income for
performers and crew of more than $250m.
As a member of FBi, you will have likely
experienced this first hand. A year that took
us from drought to fire to virus has shown us
how much the bonds of community matter
and how vital art is to nurturing those bonds.
I want you to know that FBi will do everything
we must to make sure that we are ready and

able to support our community as it comes out
of hibernation. As at the end of June 2020, FBi
had successfully implemented a plan to meet
the challenge:
COVID safety measures, training and
compliance for our station staff and
volunteers
Clear communications to members about
our strategy to ensure financial survival and
maintain programming excellence
A new communications campaign 'Your
Team in Quarantine' to keep listeners up to
date with our response and our
programming to support Sydney through the
crisis
Outreach to our partners in industry and the
community to adapt to their needs as they
adjust to COVID

This year we worked hard raising money, we
made sacrifices to resourcing and staffing
levels, we changed the way we work to stay
safe and keep going. We did this because
our mission mattered this year more than
ever.
Working from bedrooms, kitchens and
backyards FBi continued to broadcast physically distant but socially connected to:
Over-deliver on our quota for Australian
music - 50% of all playlisted music is
from Australia with half of that again
from Sydney. 50% of all artists playlisted
are non-male and 50% are POC artists
with half of that again being WOC.
Increase on-air support for our local
industry and community.
Promote news and health information
that you can trust.
Support the Sydney arts community
across all channels and projects.

Platform Bla(c)k and First Nations artists
through programming initiatives.
Launch new teams of volunteers into their
first shows as broadcasters.
Undertake the most successful art auction
yet, delivering a record share of proceeds to
artists as well as much needed support to
the station.
Host our first online station meeting to
ensure member participation in station
affairs.
As a member, your continued support has been
the most important contributor to our survival.
During COVID, membership income has been
the lifeblood of the station. Thank you for your
help and support!
As we look ahead to our recovery, FBi will take
every measure necessary to stay on air, to
support our community and to keep us
absolutely, positively socially connected.

- Cass Wilkinson
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Treasurer's Report
We all know the devastating impact that
COVID-19 has had on our world this year. In
Sydney we have seen the shock and
disruption to the music, arts and
entertainment industries with so much work
lost for artists and supporting roles. FBi
Radio has been impacted too, but I am
pleased to report our current financial
position is strong and we are positioned well
to navigate our way through to the new world
that awaits.
Even with our fantastic team of volunteers,
keeping FBi Radio on air 24 hours a day
everyday does not come cheap. Our
operational budget is usually around $1
million. In addition to our small team of fulland part-time staff, we have rent to pay, FM
broadcast fees and a host of office and
admin costs related to running any small
organisation.
Funding this operational budget relies on
many different sources. Our members and
donors are vital and around 40% of our
budget is usually covered by subscriptions
and donations. Our online art auction in June
was a big help and grossed an additional
$80k, which was shared with seventy
contributing artists. We all owe a mighty
thanks to several generous donors who gave
substantial sums.
Our biggest revenue sources in a normal year
though are our on-air sponsorships and
partnerships, typically covering around 60%
of our costs. Even if you only listen
occasionally to FBi, you would know how
gigs, tours, festivals, performances and
events form an essential part of our sound.

Our performance is closely linked to the
community of interest we serve. In March the
board faced a very difficult outlook and we were
uncertain about how FBi could be sustained
through the pandemic and economic downturn.
We took a number of measures including staff
redundancy and stepping up fund-raising
activities. This was even before the Federal
government announced JobKeeper and other
stimulus programmes, which proved hugely
important in keeping FBi on-air. We also received
generous support from Create NSW, City of
Sydney Council and Inner West Council.
To put some numbers into this story, our total
sponsorship revenue in FY20 was $497k,
compared to $727k in FY19. While membership
and donations revenue did grow, JobKeeper,
other government sources and grants brought in
$308k. The net result for FY20 was therefore
positive and our total equity was around $473k
and an all-time record.
If you prefer graphs to numbers, the pie charts
on the show a breakdown of our revenue
sources for FY20 compared to FY19. The
2019/20 revenue splits for the full year, including
the pre-pandemic months July 2019- February
2020. show sponsorship was 36% of revenue
compared to 57% in the prior year. For March June 2020 during the pandemic this fell to just
18% of revenue, highlighting the importance of
other revenue sources such as COVID funding
which made up 23% of revenue over that fourmonth period.

But now in late 2020, what does the future look like? While sponsorship revenues remain
worryingly low, we are confident they will begin to recover in 2021. JobKeeper will continue until
March 2021 and that has acted as a temporary partial replacement to sponsorship revenue. We
continue to receive grants and support from arts bodies, donors and key suppliers.
It is a tribute to all the work by staff and volunteers over many years, as well as our financial
members and all our donors, that FBi Radio has been able to keep broadcasting during this
pandemic and economic downturn. Your board is intensely focused on ensuring that we manage
our resources and assets appropriately so that FBi will continue to play its critical role in Sydney
music, arts and culture long into the future.
Finally, I must thank both Adam Herron and Rajiv Goyal for their invaluable advice, insights and
support throughout the year.

- James Smith

Figure 1: Revenue Mix 2019/2020

Figure 2: Revenue Mix 2018/2019
Note: The accounts of Free Broadcast Incorporated for 1 July 2019 to 30 June 2020 have
been audited by Page Harrison and are available on request. Any member of the
association who wishes to learn more about the finances of FBi Radio can contact myself
or Nikki Brogan. The Finance subcommittee meets regularly and reports to the board each
month on our financial position and outlook.

Top line achievements for the 2020 financial year
Number of Sydney songs
added to the playlist

315

Number of Sydney artists
added to the playlist

226

Number of Australian songs
added to the playlist

299

Number of Australian artists
added to the playlist

210

Listeners per week

177k

Listeners per month

580k

Combined social media audience

155k

In the 2019 calendar year, 84 of our 100 most played tracks were by
Australian artists, with 63 of those from Sydney. Keep an eye on our socials
- numbers for 2020 calendar year are a few short weeks away.

New Programs & Podcasts
Deep Web with Chuyi Wang and Krishtie Mofazzal
Cloud Cover with Tom Grant
This is a Love Song with Joe Earp
Pushpull with Kali
Bypass with Deepa
Stuck Together with Ben Hansen
Sunset with Slim Set, now Sunset with 2K
Midnight Cypher with James Brennan and Nadia Roosens
Spooko (podcast)
For The Record (podcast)
Radio Brain & Creative Brain - in partnership with AFTRS (podcast)

FY20 Highlights
Bla(c)k & First Nations
Programming
FBi Radio has ensured that 50% of the music
we playlist is made by BIPOC artists. As of
June 2020, we've committed to a full day of
music programming by solely Bla(c)k and First
Nations artists on the first Wednesday of
every month. This very small step is the first
of many we will take to better amplify,
platform and centre Bla(c)k and First Nations
voices. Each month we share new ways to
support featured artists - local and
international - from whom you can purchase
directly, including Genesis Owusu, Alice Skye,
Little Simz, Dispossessed, DRMNGNOW,
Sampa the Great and more.

Transmitter Renewal Project
Wherever you’re tuning in from in Sydney, did
you notice that our FM signal was a little
crisper and clearer? In February 2020 we
switched to a brand new FM transmitter. We
received grants from the NSW Government
Community Infrastructure Fund and the CBF to
purchase and install this brand new hardware.
Costing over $100k and imported from Italy, the
technical team is very happy and proud with the
result. Special thanks to Gorden Smith and
George Taraboulsi for all their hard work (and
patience!).

Dance Class
We’re passionate about seeing more diversity in the music industry, so we developed this
program in 2015 to discover, train and mentor a new crop of electronic music talent. Past Dance
Class alumni include Ebony Boadu, Lauren Hansom and Mirã Bõru. This year’s trainees have been
thrown a few challenges due to COVID-19, but are in the process of learning from masterclasses
delivered by FBi Radio presenters and alumni and a forthcoming radio mentorship. The Class of
2020 are CrescenDoll, Habla, Tangela, E3P and Cherry Rice.
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FY20 Highlights
FBi Radio's First Digital Art Auction

CBAA Community Radio Awards

With postponements due to bushfire
devastation and COVID-19, the decision was
made to pivot our biennial art auction to a
digital format for the very first time. Running
June 15 - 26, and raising critical funds for
both the station and over seventy Australian
established and emerging artists, the auction
was a huge success. The event secured
record revenue for both FBi and the
contributing artists through the sale of works
by artists including Abdul Abdullah, Ken
Done, Tony Albert, Lindy Lee, Joan Ross and
more. A huge thank you goes to Michael
Dagostino and Anna May Kirk for their efforts
in bringing the auction to life.

FBi Radio was announced as the winner of
Best Station Production for the excellent audio
imaging work by producer Will Ryan. A huge
congratulation to the teams involved in FBi
Turns 15 music and arts festival, and Dance
Class mentoring program, both announced as
finalists for Best Station Fundraising
Campaign and Contribution to Australian
Music (initiative) respectively.
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FY20 Highlights
SMAC Awards
The 2019 SMAC recognised the depth and breadth of talent in Sydney across multiple art forms
and drawing from the richness of Sydney’s wide diversity of communities.

Winners:
BEST ARTIST
Amrita Hepi
Embodying power and grace, Amrita Hepi is a
First Nations choreographer and dancer who
uses movement to unpack race and gender.
From Bundjulung (Aus) and Ngāpuhi (NZ)
territories, her work is characterised by hybridity,
engaging in intersecting choreographic practices
with other domains such as visual arts and
participatory research.
BEST ARTS PROGRAM
Boundless Festival, presented by Writing NSW
and Bankstown Arts in association with
Sweatshop
Boundless Festival is a festival of Indigenous
and culturally diverse writers. Featuring free
performances, readings, panel discussions and
an exhibition, Boundless Festival created an
environment to unpack the pressing issues of
our time and celebrate the exceptional talent of
Indigenous and culturally diverse writers.
BEST EATS
Banh Cuon Ba Oanh
A tiny family-run restaurant with an equally tiny
menu, Banh Cuon Ba Oanh has been packed
since day one. They’re certainly not the only
restaurant in Sydney making bánh cuốn, but
they’re likely the closest version to what you’ll
find in North Vietnam itself.

BEST LIVE ACT – PRESENTED BY YOUNG
HENRYS
Hooligan Hefs
Hooligan Hefs is making something really
special out of Western Sydney hip hop.
Melding UK drill, Australian gutter rap and
European EDM genres like hardstyle and
gabber, his sound oozes energy and demands
attention.
BEST MUSIC EVENT – PRESENTED BY
FIREBALL CINNAMON WHISKY
Sissy Ball
Grandiose, gritty, sexy and sublime, Sissy Ball
spun the disco ball for the second time in
2019 and truly established itself as the
pinnacle event on the vogue scene. In a time
where many members of the queer
community continue to experience
oppression, violence and fear due to their
identity, the importance of a cultural
institutional like Sissy Ball cannot be
understated.
BEST ON STAGE
RECLAIM: Black Birds x You Therefore Me
Presented by PACT Centre for Emerging
Artists, Black Birds and You Therefore Me,
RECLAIM challenged the conventional idea of
femininity and celebrated the diversity and
strength of feminine identity.

FY20 Highlights
SMAC Awards - Winners
NEXT BIG THING – PRESENTED BY RED BULL
A.GIRL
Heralding the new guard of hip hop up-andcomers direct from Western Sydney is RnB
songstress A.GIRL – the moniker of HinenuiTerangi Tairua. A.GIRL is serving artistry,
sensuality, storytelling and swagger at the
tender age of 19.
SONG OF THE YEAR – PRESENTED BY APRA
AMCOS
ONEFOUR – ‘Spot the Difference’
In 2019, Western Sydney rappers ONEFOUR fast
became one of the most talked about groups not
only in Sydney, but across the globe.

ALBUM OF THE YEAR
Julia Jacklin – ‘Crushing’
Crushing is Julia Jacklin reclaiming her own
body, exploring various forms of agency,
autonomy and alienation, as well as how
people can embed themselves within our
bodies and minds.
SMAC OF THE YEAR
Heidi Lenffer
In rallying creatives around her and offering
positive, pragmatic solutions at a time when
hopelessness is the mood of the day, Heidi
not only invited us to reckon with our own
impact, she’s given us the tools to do
something about it.
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Management
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Nikki Brogan
Since starting as an FBi Radio volunteer almost a decade
ago, Nikki has worked across all aspects of the business.
Her background, both at the station and externally, is in
editorial, partnerships and events, having previously worked
with youth media organisations including Pedestrian.tv. Nikki
also sits on the Create NSW Contemporary Music Board.

PROGRAM DIRECTOR (outgoing April 2020)
Daniel Ahern
Daniel was FBi Radio’s third Program Director, previously
working and volunteering at 2ser and Media Arts Lawyers.
He also sits on the board of the Community Broadcasting
Association of Australia. Daniel finished up at FBi Radio in
April 2020.

MUSIC DIRECTOR / HEAD OF MUSIC &
PROGRAMMING (April 2020 onwards)
Amelia Jenner
Having held down the role of Music Director since 2017,
Amelia Jenner stepped into the Head of Music &
Programming position in April 2020. Outside of FBi, Amelia is
also a co-founder of booking, touring & events agency Nectar
and one half of DJ duo Body Promise.

HEAD OF PARTNERSHIPS
Michael Curcuruto
Over the past three and a half years, Mike has built new and
sustainable partnerships with local and global brands across
retail, alcohol, fashion and tech. He draws upon his
experience in this space to open new streams of revenue via
specialist event-based partnerships and content offerings.
Prior to this, Mike co-hosted Stolen Records on Sunset.

Management
SPONSORSHIP & PARTNERSHIPS MANAGER
Tanya Ali
Tanya has been a broadcaster at FBi since 2014. On air, she
hosts The Playlist, and is the executive producer of Race
Matters. As Partnerships Manager she facilitated many
sponsored campaigns and projects, most notably the return
of FBi's Dance Class in 2019 and 2020. She is currently
Acting Program Manager.

PRODUCTION & IMPLEMENTATION MANAGER
Keegan Litchfield
Keegan has been a staff member at FBi for three and half
years, and a volunteer for six. Working within the
Partnerships team, Keegan has helped create, develop and
deliver FBi content series and events including Independent
Play, the Away Game series and FBi Upstairs.

CONTENT & MARKETING MANAGER
Ella Beer
Since starting at FBi Radio in 2017, Ella held volunteer
positions as a producer and volunteer coordinator, before
joining staff the following year. Previously, Ella worked in
digital communications at Addison Road Community
Organisation and as a dance teacher.

OFFICE & VOLUNTEER MANAGER
Bre Jones
Bre started volunteer at FBi in 2016 before joining staff in
2019. She has been a Music Librarian, Mornings Producer,
Supporter Drive Coordinator and is currently Executive
Producer of Out of the Box. Bre has also mentored for Girls
Rock! Australia, tutored sociology at Macquarie University
and makes noise in a couple of local bands.

Management
SUPPORTER DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
(outgoing Feb 2020)
Maia Bilyk
Since starting at FBi in 2016, Maia has held a range of off
and on-air roles at the station. Maia finished up as Supporter
Development Manager in February 2020 and remains a
volunteer broadcaster at the station as the host of Mornings
and co-host of For the Record. Outside of FBi, Maia works as
a publicist and artist manager.

PROJECT LEAD - TRACKS
Carolina De La Piedra
Starting out as a volunteer broadcaster in 2017, Carolina has
covered casual slots across FBi programs Sunset, Midnight,
Lunch and Arvos. In 2020 Carolina drew upon her booking
experience with FOMO Festival as the project lead for
Tracks, a Western Sydney initiative in partnership with
Blacktown Arts. She currently produces for Arvos with
Tommy Codling.

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER - ALL THE BEST
Ryan Pemberton
Ryan has been the Executive Producer for All The Best since
June 2019. He is a freelance audio producer with Audiocraft,
a sound engineer for The Guardian's daily news podcast, and
has been a producer for ABC RN, working on documentary
podcasts including Trace, This Is About and The Somerton
Man Mystery.

PROMO PRODUCERS
Antonia Gauci, Hamish Dixon and Will Ryan.

Governance
FBi is an Incorporated Association. That means we have legal and financial obligations under the
Associations Incorporation Act (NSW) which are borne by the Committee of Management. Also
referred to within the station as Board Members or Directors, members of the Committee of
Management of incorporated associations have the same accountabilities as directors under the
Corporations Law. This means they are accountable for the management of members’ resources
and all financial decisions. These responsibilities include managing the business on behalf of
Members and bearing the risk of secured liabilities should anything happen to the Association.
Committee members are volunteers and are not paid for their contribution, however members do
have a personal financial responsibility for the organisation.
The Committee of Management is elected by members to set broad business and management
policy and to oversee the affairs of the Association. The Committee consists of the following
positions;
Office Bearers: President, Vice-President, Vice-President Youth, Secretary and Treasurer.
Five ordinary members.
The Committee has a responsibility to ensure the station meets its licence conditions and
operates within the Broadcasting Services Act, however, it has no direct role in the selection of
programs, presenters or music.
Key accountabilities include:
Regular attendance at board meetings.
Volunteering on working groups and sub-committees to assist the station management with
revenue growth, membership development, technical, regulatory and risk management.
Meet annual fundraising targets.
Providing advice and support to staff.
The FBi committee of management has no role in programming or music other than ensuring
compliance with our licence. The FBi programming team and broadcasters have editorial
independence within a framework of compliance with our licence and the Community Radio
Codes of Practice.

Board Sub-Committees & Working Groups
This year due to the emergency measures associated with COVID-19, working groups were
subsumed into weekly meetings of the full board with working groups reporting to each meeting.
Working groups are established from time to time to work on specific projects and activities.
These groups always include minimum one committee member to ensure progress is reported to
the management committee at the following board meeting.
Finance and Risk Committee
Oversees risk management practices, financial management and audit arrangements.
Meets monthly and reports to the management committee at the following board meeting.
Members: Adam Herron, Cass Wilkinson, Emily Copeland, James Smith, Nikki Brogan.
Donations and Corporate Philanthropy Working Group
Develops engagement strategies for existing and potential donors, manages donor pipeline and
explore corporate philanthropy opportunities.
Members: Amy Solomon, Cass Wilkinson, Dan Ilic, Emily Copeland, Max Shand with regular event
and research assistance from volunteers Darren Low, Kana Frazer and Micol Berkowicz.
Diversity Committee
Assists in the progression of identified initiatives, conducts volunteer consultation.
Members: Danny Yau, Darren Lesaguis (volunteer), Ilhan Abdi, Johnny Lieu (volunteer), Meg
Williams, Nikki Brogan, Reg Harris (volunteer), Tanya Ali.
Technology and Innovation Working Group
Oversees tech asset audits and renewal projects, defines priorities and areas of interest for
recommendation.
Members: Dan Ilic, Danny Yau, Ross Howat (incoming), Xavier Fijac with regular technical
assistance from Greg Cameron (contractor), Nick La Rosa (contractor) and Ray Daniel
(contractor).
Marketing and Brand Working Group
Review and development of brand messaging, sounding board for marketing strategies and tools.
Members: Alice Kimberley (volunteer), Amy Solomon, Danny Yau, Meg Williams, Nikki Brogan, Stu
Buchanan.
Strategy Working Group
Assists in development and implementation of the strategic plan and risks associated.
Members: Chris Twite (volunteer), Dan Ilic, Emily Copeland, James Greet, James Sykes, Nikki
Brogan, Paul Mason, Ruby Miles (volunteer), Stu Buchanan.

Governance
Cass Wilkinson - President
Cass is one of FBi's co-founders and has been a member
since 1995. She is an experienced executive leader and nonexecutive director. Her experience on not-for-profit boards
includes Music NSW, the Human Capital Project and the
Community Broadcasting Association of Australia as well as
being current Treasurer of Inner West Roller Derby League.
She is Executive DIrector of Transport Planning and
Infrastructure in NSW Treasury where she is also the
Executive Sponsor for Reconciliation and a Risk Champion.

Emily Copeland - Vice President
Emily is a music strategist and partnerships specialist. She
founded partnership consultancy Cedilla and works in
collaboration with Chugg Music, CMC Rocks QLD,
TEDxSydney and Sounds Australia and more. Emily has been
involved with FBi since it's inception in 2003, as the
Executive Producer of Sunset, on staff as Sales &
Promotions Manager, and as a board member since 2010.
Emily has been FBi's elected Vice President since 2017.

Ilhan Abdi - Youth Vice President
Ilhan is the Program Officer at The Writing Zone - Western
Sydney University and the Junior Editor for Sydney Review of
Books. Ilhan has been a mentee in SBS & NITV’s media
mentorship progra and has interned at the ABC, SBS and The
National Justice Project. She has helped produce podcasts
for FBi Radio and Sydney Opera House. Ilhan exited this role
in August 2020. The remainder of the term as casual
vacancy is up for election in 2020.

James Smith - Treasurer
James started in pirate radio in the UK in the early 1980s. His
professional career in Australia has since spanned project
and commercial management roles with global tech
companies and local start-ups. After attending an early FBi
Radio AGM he first took on a technical upgrade project
before joining the board in 2009 and becoming Treasurer in
2014. James is an accomplished presenter and published
author. He holds an MBA in International Business.

Governance
Amy Solomon - Secretary
Amy is an adviser at leading corporate affairs firm Cato &
Clive. She has advised ASX-listed and international clients on
communications strategy, stakeholder management,
corporate transactions and litigation support. Amy
previously practised law at MinterEllison and later at a
boutique entertainment and media law firm. Amy has worked
as a producer at ABC News and has been actively involved
with FBi Radio for thirteen years as a broadcaster and
secretary on the board.

Stuart Buchanan
Stuart is currently Head of Digital Programming at Sydney
Opera House. has worked with the ABC, Disney, SBS, Sydney
Festival, The Guardian and TEDxSydney, and as founder of
digital cultural agency The Nest. He has also presented on
ABC Double J, FBi Radio and UK station Resonance FM, and
is the curator of the renowned New Weird Australia music
initiative. Stuart was Executive Producer of the inaugural
Creative Sydney Festival (latterly Vivid Ideas) and Chair of
Underbelly Arts Festival from 2013-2016.

Xavier Fijac
Xavier Fijac is a musician and lawyer who has worked as a
composer and performer in music, film and television. As a
lawyer Xavier has experience in technology, IP and currently
works in the banking and financial services sector.Xavier has
been a member of the board of directors at FBi Radio since
2016, and is also a member of the advisory group for
Resolution Pathways which seeks to resolve disputes
between APRA rights holders and licensees.

Dan Ilic
Dan Ilic is known for his work as an ‘Investigative Humourist’
across TV, film, radio and stage – both at home and abroad.
Host and creator of podcast and live comedy show a
Rational Fear, Dan has also run shows across Ten and the
ABC including Tonightly with Tom Ballard, and more recently
At Home Alone Together. He has worked as a journalist and
producer for ABC Radio National, Fusion/Gizmodo Media
Group in the USA, and Al Jazeera’s youth publisher AJ+. Dan
was a 2019 Obama Foundation Leader Asia Pacific, and he
is currently a 2020 Bertha Fellow.

Governance
Meg Williams
Meg is the current Director at Inertia Music Label Group
which is a member of the [PIAS] group of companies,
overseeing releases across Inertia Music, Pod, Different,
[PIAS], Astral People Recordings, Transgressive, Witchita,
Heavenly and more. Previously Meg was the cofounder of
management and promotions agency, Spark and Opus, the
Executive Director of the Association of Artist Managers and
Youth Project Manager at Music NSW.

Danny Yau
Danny Yau has been working in music since he was 15 when
he started creating websites for Australian bands. He spent
11 years as a marketing manager at major labels Warner
Music and EMI, in Sydney and London. He has since held
digital roles at Foxtel, ABC and NSW Government. He is
currently the Senior Marketing and Communications
Manager at ARIA and PPCA. He has also worked extensively
as a musician, playing in bands with Josh Pyke, Lazy Susan,
Bryan Estepa and more.

Adam Herron - Co-opted Board Observer
Adam has worked for 30 years in Finance roles in a range of
industries including manufacturing, media, retail and
catering services. For the last 15 years he has been CFO /
Company Secretary at several organisations. He has not for
profit experience as a Director of the Sydney Film Festival for
a number of years. A long time listener and supporter of the
station, Adam provides assistance to the Treasurer of FBi,
James Smith.

Max Shand - Co-opted Board Observer
Max is the founder of Strangelove Investments, an Australian
venture capital group, and Serenade, a technology business
enabling artists to sell dedicated versions of their songs to
loving fans. He was one of Afterpay's first employees in
2014. Max also contributes to a number of arts publications
including The Sydney Morning Herald, The Age, PopMatters
and The Quietus, where he focuses on 80s synth-pop,
electronica and nostalgia. Max joined the FBi Radio
management committee in February 2020 to apply creative
business thinking to the organisation.

A very special thank you to our friends & sponsors
ACMN
Actors Centre Australia
Adrian Bohm Presents
AFTRS
Alchemy One
Alien
Art Month Sydney
Astral People
Audiocraft
Australia Council For The Arts
Australia The Band
Australian Design Centre
Bangarra Dance Theatre
Banished Music
Bedroom Suck Records
Bell Shakespeare
Belvoir Theatre
Best And Fairest Records
Black Yak
Bluesfest Touring
BMG
Bondi Association of Arts &
Music
Broadcast Australia
Campari
Car Next Door
Chugg Touring & Events
City of Sydney
CIty Recital Hall
Clean Thinking
Collected PR
Consume/Valve
Dance Makers Collective
Darklab
Destination NSW
Domino Records
Domino Records
Double Drummer Music
Egg Of The Universe

Electronic Music Conference
Evergreen Artists
Flickerfest
Frontier
Goodtel
Griffin Theatre Company
Gypsy Land Festival
Habit Music Co
Handsome Tours
Heaps Gay
Honeymoon Artists
Hope Estate
Hub Artist Services
I Oh You
ie:music
Illusive Presents
Illusive Sounds
Inertia
Inner West Council
Island Records
Ivy League
Jimmy Brings
Laneway Festival
Limelight Distribution
Lisa Palermo
Little Giant
Live Nation
Liverpool City Council
Love Police Touring
Mad Racket
Mary's Group
Melbourne International Comedy
Festival
Meredith Music Festival
Merivale
MONA
Morning Belle
Mothership Events

Museum of Contemporary
Art
Mushroom Group
Music NSW
National Art School
Niche
NIDA
Nura
One Day Entertainment
Palestinian Film Festival
Parramatta City Council
Performance Space
Picnic
Quay Consulting
Queer Screen
Radiate Entertainment
Red Bull
Red Square Music
Redfern Surf Club
Remote Control
Rode Australia
Rumble In The West
SAE College
Secret Sounds
Seed Fest
Shellharbour City Council
Smack Panda Records
Social Good Summit
Soft Centre
Solotel
Sony Music
Sony Australia
Sony Pictures
Southtrade
ST. ALi
Sunset Pig Records
Sydney Comedy Festival
Sydney Conservatorium of
Music
Sydney Festival

A very special thank you to our friends & sponsors
Sydney Film Festival
Sydney Opera House
Sydney Theatre Co
Sydney Underground Film
Festival
Sydney Writers’ Festival
SQM
Taiwan Film Festival
The Annex
The Imperial
The Lucky Even Co
The M Agency

The Orchard
Tixel
TM Publicity
TMRW Music
Top Shelf Productions
UM Sydney
Unico Zelo
Unique Wholefoods
Unisounds
Universal Music Australia
Universal Pictures
UNSW

UNSW Art & Design - Podcast
workshop
Warner Music
Western Sydney Ad School
Why Not Agency
Woollahra Municipal Council
Word Travels
Young Henrys
Yours & Owls
Yulli's Brews

A huge thank you to our 2020 donors
Abigail Sheppard
Adam Fewtrell
Adam Gordon
Albert Woffenden
Alex Warbrick
Alfred Mahumani
Allison Chan
Amelia Ramsden
Amelia Sparke
Amy Wooding
Andrea Morello
Andrew Denton
Andrew Rennie
Angela McCormack
Angela Stengel
Angus Bowan
Anna Di Bartolo
Anne Cayley
Anne Sastro
Arek Druc
Arek Nadolski
Ash Keogh
Balen Electrical
Baptiste Cornillier

Barbara Blackie
Barry Diletti
Blake Morrison
Boris Tomsic
Bradford Goulding
Brendan Burrows
Brian Mooney
Bruce Bell
Buzz Mackenzie
Carl Mhitarian & Cross City
Roofing
Caroline Gates
Charlotte Walton
Chris Govers & Habitat for
Humanity Australia
Chris Taylor
Christian Hull
Claire Hicks
Craig Lenehan & Selena Choo
Craig Reucassel
Damien Caunt
Damien Noonan
Dan Tebbutt

Daniel Arena & Spectral Gates
Dave Stevens
David Everdell
David Tanner
David Terei
David van Reyk
Dementia Australia
Denis Gojak
Dom Cottam
Dom Maurici
Dr PJ Rosenberger III
Eammon Oxford
Ellen Adamcewicz
Emma Macri
Eric Qian
Fiona Mackenzie
Georgia Carr
Gianni Benato
Gina Svolos
Glenn Campbell
Glenn Vallis
Graham Dowden & Skybrook
Technical Writing
Graham Parsons

A huge thank you to our 2020 donors
Gretel Killeen
Hannah Reilly
Hannah Ryan
Henrik Sorensen
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